Summary. X-ray induced crossing-over between the left arms of third chromosome pairs heterozygous for rearrangements was used to measure the somatic pairing of these arms. mwh spots were scored in the wing blades. A significantly reduced number of crossover spots is found in flies heterozygous for inversions or transloeations located in the 3L arm. This decrease from control frequencies was experimentally demonstrated to be due to inviability of some crossover spots which are aneuploid as a result of crossing-over within the inverted sequence or between the translocation piece and its centromere. By the same token, some euploid crossover spots are produced by crossing-over outside of the inverted region or between the translocation breakpoint and the mwh locus. Thus, these results are evidence that the euehromatie non-centric portions of the 3L arms are somatically paired in the presence of rearrangements.
Introduction
Previous work (see Becker, 1969; Merriam et al., 1972) has demonstrated that inversions act as crossover suppressors in mitotic recombination as well as in meiotic recombination. This is consistent with the generally accepted view that somatic crossing-over involves the equal exchange of chromatid arms distal to the crossover point. It was usually inferred that the chromosomes were paired along their lengths and that inversion heterozygosity somehow interfered with the precision of homologous chromosome pairing in mitosis. These studies used sexlinked paracentric inversions, from which the product of crossing-over within the inversion is a dicentric chromatid which forms a bridge at the division. Elimination of the bridges should result in twin XO cells. None are found, suggesting that the mitotic pairing of homologues structurally differing by an inversion may not involve loop formation as it does in meiosis. The implication, however, that somatic pairing is not usually gene-by-gene, as in meiosis, but involves a less precise mechanism of arm-by-arm recognition and/or synapsis of homologous chromosomes at mitosis, is suspect at this time for two reasons:
(1) Stern (1969) has demonstrated that pseudoallelic somatic recombination occurs at the w locus, strongly suggesting a detailed and intimate mechanism of somatic gene-by-gene pairing.
(2) In these studies the fate of any dicentric chromatid bridges generated by crossing-over within the inversion region is as unknown as the question examined in loop formation. If, for example, dicentric bridges fragment in mitosis, the failure to observe the XO cells predicted on simple bridge elimination would not be surprising. Since bridge formation results from crossing-over with paraeentric, but not pericentric, inversions, we felt it worthwhile to investigate the effect of inversion heterozygosity on chromosome pairing and somatic crossing over in another way. Third chromosome pericentric inversions, when heterozygous, produce duplication or deficiency chromatid products upon crossing-over within the inverted region instead of dicentric bridges. Such crossover products are also marked by mwh (3L) . No uncertainties as to the fate of dicentrie bridges are involved. In addition, translocations with one break in chromosome arm 3L have been used. The effect of chromosomally aneuploid clones generated by crossing-over is evaluated. Fig. 1 shows the extent of each of the third chromosome rearrangements used here. They include the pericentric inversions In(3LR)Ubx l°t, In(3LR)R92, and In(3LR) P88, which span the centromere, and the paracentrie inversion In(3R)cav which involves chromatin only in one arm. The paracentric inversion In(3L)Payne was also used, but is not shown. In(3LR) R92 was kindly supplied by Dr. E. B. Lewis and has breakpoints at 75 C, D and 85 D, E (analysis by Lewis) . All the other markers and chromosomes are described in Lindsley and Grell (1968) .
Materials and Methods
• In (3LR)P88 tol I l , Somatic crossing-over was induced by 1000 r of X-irradiation at 50 kV, 22 mA with 1 mm A1 filtration (r = 330/min). 2nd and 3rd instar larvae from the appropriate crosses were irradiated, set aside at puparium formation (PF) as described in Garcia-Bellido and Merriam (1971b) , and the appropriate females were mounted as adults and their wings scored for mwh spots as described in Garcia-Bellido and Merriam (1971a) . -Bellido and Merriam (1971 a) have analyzed the frequency of crossingover in chromosome arm 3L by scoring mwh spots on the wing. They found that the frequency of spots increases exponentially with the age of the larvae at the time of irradiation. The size of the spots (number of cells per clone) decreases exponentially with increasing larval age at irradiation, due to the logarithmic growth of cells in the imaginal discs and the subsequent decrease in the number of divisions per clone before metamorphosis. A plot of the logarithms of the frequencies of mwh spots against ages of the larvae at irradiation yields a straight line from which the cell cycle time can be estimated to be about 8-9 hours. Each ~ng blade is ultimately differentiated from about 30,000 triehrome forming cells, and the induced mitotic map distance of chromosome arm 3L is about 1 unit; thus, about 300 cells can be marked with mwh on each wing following larval irradiation. The mitotic divisions stop shortly after puparium formation (PF), at the onset of metamorphosis. The system offers considerably more sensitivity and precision in scoring crossing over than the parallel systems previously used scoring spots among the 400 or so ehaetae per abdomen.
Results
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The EHect of Third Chromosome Inversions on Crossing-Over in 3L.
We had noted a reduction in the number of mwh spots generated in flies carrying an inversion in chromosome arm 3L[In(3L) Payne/mwh], suggesting that crossingover in 3L to generate mwh spots is sensitive to inversion heterozygosity. To assess the importance of the site of the inversions to this effect, we irradiated a group of larvae including sisters homozygous for a normal 3L and those hetero- fewer mwh spots per wing for flies irradiated more than 24 hours before PF. The heterozygosity for an inversion partially involving 3L also reduces the number of observed crossovers in 3L. In flies hcterozygous for an inversion in 3R[e.g., In(3R)caV/mwh], the induction of somatic crossovers in 3L is within the normal range ( Fig. 3) . Thus, the suppression of crossing-over by paracentric inversions is limited to the arm in which they are located, while perieentrie inversions appear to affect (by inference) both arms. Data from the X chromosome indicate that the majority of recombination occurs at or near heterochromatin. As the Ubx 1°1 pericentric inversion leaves part of the centrie heterochromatin of 3L in place, it may be that the observed crossovers in 3L arise from the presence of and within this undisturbed heteroehromatin. A crossover in this region would lead to normal euploid products. The inversion In(3LR)R92 has both breakpoints located in euchromatin and involves inversion of all the centric heteroehromatin. If the crossing-over leading to mwh spots occurs chiefly in the heterochromatin, the suppression of somatic crossing-over would be even more pronounced here since all crossing-over must occur in the inversion and lead subsequently to aneuploid cells.
The results indicate that the degree of crossover suppression is essentially the same for In(3LR)R92 and In(3LR)Ubx 1°1 (compare Figs. 2 and 3) . We conclude therefore that a significant proportion of the crossing-over occurs in the euchromatin of 3L because removing all of the eentrie heterochromatin by means of inversion does not totally inhibit somatic crossing-over in that arm. Moreover, since the frequency of mwh spots is essentially the same for Ubx TM and R92, we hypothesize that roughly the same number of crossovers are produced per arm and that the effect of inversion heterozygosity is to generate aneuploid cells by crossing-over within the region of the perieentrie inversion. Any cells so generated may be inviable, leading to a decrease in the frqueney of spots relative to the controls. Those crossover products which do survive are then presumably euploid, and could result from crossing-over proximal to mwh in the region of the chromosome arm not covered by the inversion (such as the euehromatin). The distinction is made schematically is Fig. 4 . The observed frequency of spots for larvae irradiated less than 12 hours before PF rises approximately to control levels. Aneuploid cells may be able to survice 1-2 divisions, so that crossovers induced in this period may all be scored whereas of the crossovers produeed earlier only euploid products survive. In order to examine this notion, it is necessary to understand the fate of known aneuploid cells generated by crossing-over. In(3LR)P88 is known to include the mwh locus within the inversion region (Lewis, 1969) . Fig. 5 shows a possible pairing configuration of the P88 perieentric inversion in an inversion heterozygote with a mwh marked 3rd chromosome in normal sequence. When pairing occurs along the 3L arm in P88/mwh heterozygotes, crossing-over between Fig. 6A and B. The standard cross configuration of a transloeation heterozygote similar to T(3;4)A12 orAl3 with breaks in the 3L arm and chromosome 4 (which chromosome is symbolized by the jagged line). A, Single crossover between the translocation breakpoint and mwh (leading to a euploid mwh cell upon mitosis). B, Single crossover between the translocation breakpoint and the fourth chromosome eentromere (leading to an aneuploid cell marked with mwh). The respective twin cells produced both carry mwh + and are not genetically distinguishable from the parent cell the inverted 3L arm and the normal 3L arm yields twin daughter cells, one homozygous for mwh and deficient for the distal part of 3R, the other homozygous for mwh+ and duplicated for the distal part of 3R. Thus, mwh spots would mark aneuploid clones which lack almost half of chromosome arm 3R. The results for such heterozygous females are given in Table 1 (distribution by clone size) and in Fig. 2 (frequency of all spots; symbol: crosses). It can be seen that mwh spots are observed in P88/mwh heterozygotes though the overall frequency is significantly reduced from that in Ubx TM or R92 heterozygotes. Therefore pairing of 3L can occur with crossing-over within an inverted region. However, the aneuploid mwh cells do not divide much or are unable to differentiate in large numbers when induced much before PF, as the sizes of the the mwh spots are considerably less than those normally found at a given age of irradiation. This amount of aneuploidy is thus demonstrably detrimental to cell viability.
The E/]eet o] Translocations Having One Break in Chromosome
Arm 3L on Crossing-Over. These results are consistent with the model that the portions of the 3L arms in Ubx lox heterozygotes in normal sequence pair regularly and generate normally euploid marked clones by crossing-over. This implies that the distal euchromatic portions of each arm can recognize and pair correctly with their homologous region even when the centromere region is inverted, and supports the view of a precise gene-by-gene mechanism of somatic chromosome To further test this model we asked if the distal, euchromatic piece of a translocation broken in 3I, can pair and cross over with its normal 3rd chromosome homologue (marked with mu,h). Fig. 6 shows schematically that in flies heterozygous for a 3 ;4 translocation carrying mwh+ with a break point in 3L proximal to the mwh locus and a normal homologue with mwh, only the regular pairing of the distal euehromatic 31, tips with crossing-over can lead to euploid mwh clones. Any other pairing scheme or recombination that removes the mwh+ allele from one of the daughter cells also leaves that daughter cell monozygous for about half of the 3L arm, which should be inv/able when induced more than 12-24 hours before PF. The regxdar appearance of mwh clones would demonstrate that normal pairing by purely euchromatie parts of chromosome arms does occur, whereas a reduction in the size and frequency of mwh spots (as with P88 heterozygotes) would support the opposite hypothesis that euehromatic regions do not pair gene-by-gene. The results for two slightly different T(3;4)'s (e. f. Fig. 1 ) are shown in Fig. 7 . mwh spots do appear regularly at all ages of induction before PF, although at a lower frequency than the normal range. In Table 2 are included the average clone sizes for the T(3L ;)4)'s and for the other crosses described above. Though the average size of the aneuploid clones in the P88 heterozygotes is 5-fold smaller at any age than are the sizes of euploid mwh clones in other crosses, the sizes of the clones arising in the T3L;4)'s are normal. Thus, these results also support the conclusion that flies heterozygous for a T(3L;4) do yield some euploid mwh clones. This constitutes a demonstration that the distal euchromatic translocation pieces can pair normally with their homologues at mitosis.
Discussion
The goal of radiogenetics is to elucidate the nature of the genetic material in its normal cellular condition. This includes describing the arrangement or configurations of the chromosomes during the period in the cell cycle amenable to crossing-over. The Diptera in general are characterized by the appearance of somatic pairing of homologues. This includes, but is not limited to, the spectacular example of the salivary gland polytene chromosomes from which most of our knowledge of chromosome rearrangements is derived. Even minute chromosome rearrangements in a heterozygous condition remain tightly paired with their homologue giving rise to the buckles or loops which identify the rearrangements. It has been suggested that gene-by-gene somatic pairing would lead to inversion loops in all cells. Chromosomes in salivary gland nuclei of Drosophila melanogaster are arranged in a chromoeenter formation, with the diffuse centric heterochromatin in the center and the paired euchromatic arms radially extended. The results obtained with X-ray induced somatic crossing-over suggest, however, that the polytene picture does not describe the configuration of chromosomes in other cells or at other times in the cell cycle. Our results with perieentric and paraeentrie inversions have led us to a model (similar to that of Oksala, 1958) in which chromosomes arrange themselves in a "bouquet" rather than the (Fig. 8) . The paired chromosome arms form the "stems" of the bouquet, while the centromeres form the flowers (Oksala envisioned the centromeres in a chromoeenter). This model derives from data from a variety of rearrangements. Merriam et al. (1972, the previous paper in this series) concluded that with homologous chromosomes differing from each other by a paracentric inversion of the entire-Xchromosome arm, synapsis is unequal and does not involve loop formation. This in spite of the fact that entire arm sex-linked inversions could pair equally along their entire length and remain-rigidly straight if the homologous centromeres were placed at opposite ends in the formal equivalent of an inversion loop. As this apparently does not occur in the cell, we conclude that there must be some attraction of homologous centromeres to remain associated even at the expense of equal pairing along their arms. The results presented here however show that wholly euchromatic sections of translocations can pair accurately. It would appear from the results in flies heterozygous for a pericentric inversion that synapsis is equal within the inversion region as if a loop could be formed. Both euploid and aneuploid mwh clones are observed with irradiations close to I~F for all the pericentric inversions used. The loss of mwh+ associated with aneuploidy arising more than 24 hours prior to PF is the result of crossing-over within the inversion region; the homozygosis of mwh in euploid clones is the result of crossing-over outside the inversion region. In a chromocenter formation, both regions cannot be paired equally without the loop formation which characterizes these inversions in the salivary gland nuclei.
If, however, chromosomes normally exist in a "hair pin" configuration, with the eentromere at one end, the chromosome tips at the other, and both the left and right arms parallel to each other, synapsis of homologues differing by a pericentrie inversion could involve simply twisting the left and right arms on one pair of sister chromatids 180 ° at some point between the centromere and the free ends of the left and right arms. The normal hair pin is similar to the meiotic pairing configuration of the common reversed metacentric attaehed-X chromosome although left and right autosome arms do not normally pair. The two homologous chromosomes together would look like two hair pins side by side. Twisting the two arms by 180 ° in one chromosome should not be affected by the proximaldistal rigidity which we suppose inhibits the usual loop formation. Indeed, the association of tips at one end and centromeres at the other implies rigidity and the unequal pairing of the arm bearing a paraeentrie inversion. Fig. 4 shows the hair pin model applied to the Ubx 1°1 or R92 inversion heretozygotes. The third chromosome in normal sequence (bearing mwh) is in the standard hair pin and the inverted chromosome (with mwh +) is twisted to allow some equal pairing both inside and outside the inverted region. Fig. 5 shows the hair pin model applied to the P88 inversion, which for equal pairing of the distal 3R piece requires the distortion of the hair pin so that the ends of the left and right arms are not bound together at the same place. Thus, by making certain assumptions concerning the ability of chromosome arms to undergo partial flexing or partial asynapsis, the results presented here and in the previous paper can be accommodated in a single scheme of the chromosome configuration. We imagine that transloeation pieces are placed in the hair pin according to their euehromatic sequence, although this might not always be the case with those transloeations between the major chromosomes.
Although the hair pin model may be the special configuration of chromosomes with perieentric inversions, in which case the eentromere region could serve as a "link joint" to permit a loop, it is more tempting to hypothesize that it is the normal configuration of all the chromosomes. The model should be amenable to testing by using different sorts of translocations that shorten one arm and lengthen another to disrupt the tip association of homologues.
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